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Selection of intracellular calcium patterns in a model with clustered Ca2¿ release channels

J. W. Shuai* and P. Jung
Department of Physics and Astronomy and Quantitative Biology Institute, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio 45701

~Received 18 September 2002; published 13 March 2003!

A two-dimensional model is proposed for intracellular Ca21 waves, which incorporates both the discrete
nature of Ca21 release sites in the endoplasmic reticulum membrane and the stochastic dynamics of the
clustered inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (IP3) receptors. Depending on the Ca21 diffusion coefficient and concen-
tration of IP3, various spontaneous Ca21 patterns, such as calcium puffs, local waves, abortive waves, global
oscillation, and tide waves, can be observed. We further investigate the speed of the global waves as a function
of the IP3 concentration and the Ca21 diffusion coefficient and under what conditions the spatially averaged
Ca21 response can be described by a simple set of ordinary differential equations.
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INTRODUCTION

Calcium ions are ubiquitous in cells as intracellular m
sengers@1#. Ca21 participates in a wide range of processe
Ca21 triggers life at fertilization, and controls the develo
ment and differentiation of cells into specialized types. It c
mediate the subsequent activity of cells. Different genes
be activated by varying the frequency or amplitude of Ca21

signals@2#. However, a very high concentration of Ca21 is
no more a signal of life, but a signal of death, which
invariably involved in cell death@1#.

The release of calcium ions from internal stores, e.g.,
endoplasmic reticulum~ER! or sarcoplasmic reticulum~SR!,
into the cytosol plays a central role for calcium signals
many excitable and nonexcitable cells. Inositol triphosph
receptors (IP3Rs) and ryanodine receptors~RyRs! represent
the two major types of intracellular calcium release chann
on the ER or SR membrane. Binding with inositol tripho
phate (IP3) messenger and Ca21, the IP3R causes the releas
of a small amount of Ca21. The IP3R closes when the loca
Ca21 concentration becomes large due to the binding
Ca21 to an inactivation site. In this manner, the opening a
closing of the individual channel causes a localized fun
mental Ca21 release event, i.e., the Ca21 blip @3#.

Recently, it has been revealed that in many cells the
toplasm does not act as a continuous, homogeneous exci
medium to generate Ca21 release. Instead, Ca21 liberation
occurs at discrete functional release sites, spaced a few
crometers apart, which generate localized, elementary C21

signaling events, termed puffs or sparks@4,5#. The puff sites
are believed to be formed by clusters of IP3Rs distributed on
the ER membrane. Each cluster is comprised of a few ten
intact IP3Rs @6,7#. The spontaneous opening of one chan
may cause more channels to open in a positive feedb
process called calcium-induced calcium release, in turn g
erating puffs. Puffs can arise spontaneously with broad ra
of amplitudes and lifetimes and interpuff intervals@8,9#.

Ca21 puffs function as elementary building block
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through which various Ca21 waves can be generated@10#.
By coordinating the spatially discrete Ca21 release events, a
Ca21 wave can be generated, which spreads throughout
cell @11,12#. Such intracellular waves can spread into neig
boring cells through some coupling dynamics, resulting
intercellular waves@13#. Globally intracellular or intercellu-
lar Ca21 signals can display spatially and temporally com
plex patterns. The temporal patterns of Ca21 observed in a
variety of cells include oscillations or repetitive spikes. Som
cells, most notablyXenopusoocytes, also exhibit interestin
spatial patterns, including propagating waves, target or sp
patterns@11,12#.

As a result, the calcium signals show a hierarchical or
nization from highly localized blips and puffs to global in
tracellular or intercellular waves. The hierarchical calciu
signals can regulate many different cellular processes, loc
or globally. For example, Ca21 sparks in smooth muscle
cells, which arise locally and near the plasma membra
activate potassium channels, causing the muscle to relax.
when localized release events deeper in the cell are coo
nated to create a global Ca21 signal, the muscle contract
@1#. The spatially clustered IP3R organization enables Ca21

to activate opposing cellular responses in the same cell b
different levels.

Experimentally, the two easily controlled parameters
cells are IP3 concentration and calcium diffusion. IP3 con-
centration can be stimulated and adjusted by the binding
an extracellular agonist such as a hormone or a neurotr
mitter to receptors in the surface membrane@8#. A weak
Ca21 diffusion can be achieved by intracellularly loadin
with Ca21 buffer EGTA. Depending on the IP3 concentration
and Ca21 diffusion, different patterns of Ca21 release can be
observed. Puffs are easily observed with the loading
EGTA even at large IP3 concentration@9,14#. It has been
shown that inXenopusoocytes, Ca21 puffs can be observed
in narrow regions at low IP3 concentration in the absence o
EGTA @5,8#. At slightly higher concentrations of IP3, abor-
tive calcium waves travel only short distances@5#. At high
IP3 concentration, a large tide of Ca21 release with no re-
petitive Ca21 waves are observed@12#. At intermediate con-
centrations of IP3, repetitive Ca21 waves are obtained.

Numerically, the intracellular Ca21 waves are widely
:
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simulated by approximating the Ca21 channels as a deter
ministic and spatially continuous source term@15–17#. These
reaction-diffusion models explain the observed Ca21 pat-
terns as nonlinear waves in an excitable, oscillatory,
bistable medium@15,18,19#. To elucidate the transition from
localized to traveling patterns, the clustered distributions
the Ca21 release have been taken into account@20–23#. With
deterministic models of clustered Ca21 release, different
forms of waves such as pinned waves, saltatory sprea
wave, and abortive wave have been observed@18,23#. The
simulation shows that the speed of spreading waves is
portional to the diffusion constant of calcium, rather than
square root in continuous medium case.

The observation of localized stochastic Ca21 puffs cre-
ated by the cluster of a few tens of IP3Rs @8,9#, however,
suggests that stochastic effects of channel dynamics are
evant for Ca21 wave propagation and need to be taken in
account in models. Recently, several such models with
chastic and spatially discrete IP3R sources have been pro
posed@18,24,25#. Keizer and Smith@18# introduced a spa-
tially one-dimensional, stochastic model with a cluster
distribution of Ca21 release channels for cardiac myocyte
showing a transition from spark to wave. Another stocha
model based on the stochastic version of the De Youn
Keizer model@26# put forward by Falckeet al. @24# shows a
transition from spark to abortive wave to steady wave
one-spatial dimension. A backfiring state is observed i
two-dimensional version of the model due to stochas
channel dynamics.

In this paper, we present a model for intracellular Ca21

dynamics that consists of a two-dimensional array of cl
tered, stochastic Ca21 release channels mimicking the end
plasmic reticulum. With the goal of reducing CPU deman
our model for the local Ca21 release is based on the stocha
tic version@27,28# of the Li-Rinzel model@29#. Our model
reproduces in two dimensions the experimentally obser
transition from calcium puffs to abortive waves and glob
oscillatory patterns when the level of IP3 and calcium diffu-
sion, i.e.,@ IP3# and D, increases. It further shows that th
local and abortive waves can be observed between the
gions of puffs and global waves. At high@ IP3# levels, we
observe the transition to another experimentally obser
wave type, i.e., tide waves@12#. For global oscillation, sand
wiched between the abortive waves and the tide waves
respect to the concentration of IP3, we confirm the prediction
from the one-dimensional model that the average spee
the wave increases linearly with the Ca21 diffusion coeffi-
cient @18#. In addition we find that the wave speed exhibits
bell-shaped curve as a function of the concentration of3
vanishing at the interfaces to the local and abortive wa
and the tide waves.

THEORETICAL MODEL

In our model, the intracellular calcium dynamics is d
scribed by a reaction-diffusion model with stochastic IP3R
channel sources, discretely distributed on a two-dimensio
ER membrane:
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d@Ca21#~x,y!

dt
5D¹2@Ca21#~x,y!

1 f ~x,y!~JChannel2JPump1JLeak!, ~1!

d@Ca21#ER~x,y!

dt
5DER¹2@Ca21#ER~x,y!2

1

a
f ~x,y!

3~JChannel2JPump1JLeak!, ~2!

where@Ca21# and@Ca21# ER are the concentrations of Ca21

in the cytoplasm and internal stores, respectively. The di
sion constants in the cytoplasm and the ER pool, i.e.,D and
DER , include fast buffering effects and are effective diff
sion constants. The factora is the ratio of the volume of the
ER pool to the cytosolic volume. Our model describes
isolated cell where the total amount of Ca21 is conserved;
only the exchange of Ca21 between the cytoplasm and th
ER is taken into account; Ca21 flux through the cellular
membrane is neglected.

Three calcium fluxes are considered for Ca21 release dy-
namics:~i! the channel fluxJChannelfrom the ER to the intra-
cellular space through the IP3R channels,~ii ! the pump flux
JPump from the intracellular space into the ER with the AT
~adenosine triphosphate! dependent pump, and~iii ! the leak-
age flux JLeak from the ER to the intracellular space. Th
function f (x,y) represents the inhomogeneous distribution
the Ca21 release sites. Typically, the clustered IP3R channels
are spatially distributed within a few hundreds of nanomet
@5,6,8# and the nearby IP3R clusters are several micromete
@9,22# apart on average. A homogeneous Ca21 ATPase pump
is assumed in calcium release models@18,25#. The experi-
ment with astrocyte cells indicated that the discrete rele
regions of Ca21 are separated by regions that may be p
sively diffusing @20,30#. Similar to the models in Refs
@20,21#, we consider the membrane as a mosaic of active
passive patches. In our model, both the IP3R channels and
the Ca21 pumps are assumed to be distributed in the ac
regions. In detail, a regular array of active regions separa
by regions of passive diffusion is considered, i.e.,

f ~x,y!5(
i

(
j

FQS x2 iL 2
l

2D2QS x2 iL 1
l

2D G
3FQS y2 jL 2

l

2D2QS y2 jL 1
l

2D G , ~3!

with the Heaviside functionQ(x)50 for x<0, otherwise 1.
Each active region is a square with a side length ofl and two
nearby active regions have a distance ofL. Consistent with
the experimental data, we choosel 50.15mm and L
52.0 mm.

Various models have been proposed for the calcium
lease dynamics@6,15,26#. Differences among these mode
arise mainly in the different kinetic schemes of binding I3
and Ca21 to activating and inhibiting sites of the IP3R. The
key issue is how the IP3 and Ca21 binding and unbinding
rates depend on the state of the receptor and the conce
tion of IP3 and Ca21. A theoretical model for agonist
5-2
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SELECTION OF INTRACELLULAR CALCIUM PATTERNS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 031905 ~2003!
induced@Ca21# oscillations based on microscopic kinetics
IP3 and @Ca21# gating of the IP3R was proposed by De
Young and Keizer@26#. The model assumes that thre
equivalent and independent subunits are involved in the c
duction of an IP3R. Each subunit has one IP3 binding site (m
gate! and two Ca21 binding sites, one for activation (n gate!,
the other for inhibition (h gate!. A simplified version of the
model was proposed by Li and Rinzel@29#, in which them
and n gates are substituted by their steady state values,m`

andn` . Due to its slow time scale, theh gate is considered
as a variable in the deterministic Li-Rinzel model.

The small number of IP3Rs in a single cluster generate
stochastic conductance. Following the deterministic
Rinzel model, we only consider the stochastic opening
closing processes of gateh. Only if all three inactivation sites
of the three subunits, i.e.,h gates, are nonoccupied by Ca21,
the channel ish disinactivated or termedh open in the paper
The stochastic version of the Li-Rinzel model is then d
scribed by Ref.@27,28#:

JChannel5av1m`
3 n`

3 Nh-open

N
~@Ca21#ER2@Ca21# !, ~4!

JPump5
v3@Ca21#2

k3
21@Ca21#2

, ~5!

JLeak5av2~@Ca21#ER2@Ca21# !, ~6!

with

m`5
@ IP3#

@ IP3#1d1
,

n`5
@Ca21#

@Ca21#1d5

, ~7!

whereN andNh-open in Eq. ~4! indicate the total number o
IP3R channels and the number ofh-open channels in a clus
ter, respectively.

The deterministic Li-Rinzel model suggests that the cl
ing ~C! and opening~O! of the threeh sites can be describe
by independent two-state Markov processes with open
and closing ratesah andbh , respectively. Thus, we use th
stochastic scheme for all threeh gates,

C

ah



bh

O, ~8!

with

ah5a2d2

@ IP3#1d1

@ IP3#1d3
,

bh5a2@Ca21#. ~9!

The stochastic dynamics of Eq.~8! for each single gate is
simulated by a two-state Markov process.
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As a result, a stochastic model for intracellular Ca21

waves is designed, which takes into account the cluste
distribution of IP3Rs and their stochastic conductance. T
typical parameters used are listed in Table I. In the numer
simulation, the two-dimensional ER membrane is discr
and represented by a two-dimensional~2D! lattice with grid
distanceDx. In order to avoid grid sizes small in compariso
to the active sites, the active sites are placed on the lattic
point sourcesregardless of their actual physical size. To ta
into account the actual physical size of the cluster~the
strength of the source!, the term describing Ca21 flux density
through the IP3Rs must be rescaled withl /Dx. This proce-
dure allows us to use grid sizes larger than the actual siz
the active sites, i.e.,Dx> l . The finite-difference representa
tion of Eq. ~1! used in our numerical simulation is given b

Ci , j
n115Ci , j

n 1
DDt

D2x
~Ci 11,j

n 1Ci 21,j
n 1Ci , j 11

n 1Ci , j 21
n 24Ci , j

n !

1S l

DxD 2

Ji , j
n Dt (

i 8, j 8
d i ,i 8kd j , j 8k , ~10!

whereCi , j is the calcium concentration at location (i , j ), n
indicates the discrete timenDt, andJi , j

n indicates the sum of
three calcium fluxes at site (i , j ) at timenDt. The locations
of active sites are represented by the Kronecker symb
dn,m with k5L/Dx. In our simulation, the grid distance wa
chosenDx50.5 mm, resulting ink54 and rescale numbe
l /Dx50.3. We have tested the accuracy of the results
selective runs at smallerDx.

The deterministic 2D model with clustered but nons
chastic active sites is obtained with the following chann
flux, rather than Eq.~4!:

TABLE I. Parameters of the model.

Parameter Value

@ IP3# Varies (mM)
D Varies (mm2/sec)
DER 0.45mm2/sec
l 0.15mm
L 2.0 mm
N 20
S 60 mm360 mm
a 0.185
v1 1166.7 sec21

v2 3.333 sec21

v3 166.7mM/sec
k3 0.1 mM
d1 0.13mM
d2 1.049mM
d3 0.9434mM
d5 0.08234mM
a2 0.4 mM21 sec21

c0 2.0 mM
5-3
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JChannel5c1v1m`
3 n`

3 h3~@Ca21#2@Ca21#ER!, ~11!

dh

dt
5ah~12h!2bhh. ~12!

RESULTS

Parameter selection

Electron microscopy shows that the distance between
IP3Rs is about 12 nm in the dendrites of Purkinje neurons
bovine cerebellum@31#. Electron micrograph of rabbit skel
etal muscle shows that the interchannel distance of RyR
about 31.5 nm@7#. These data suggest that IP3R, unlike RyR,
may have a compact structure. In the model, we assume
there areN520 IP3R channels in each active site with a si
of l, which is as predicted in Refs.@6,28#. The concentration
of IP3 is assumed constant, since its diffusion coefficien
quite large in comparison to that of Ca21. Similar to that by
Roth et al. @20#, a small diffusion coefficient is used fo
Ca21 in the ER. We start with the initial condition o
Ca21(x,y)1aCaER

21(x,y)5c0 @26,29# and apply no-flux
boundary condition conserving the total amount of Ca21.
The active sites are not placed on the boundaries.

Measured diffusion constants of Ca21 ions in cytosolic
extracts of Xenopus oocytes assume values betwe
10 mm2/sec ~buffered! and 220mm2/sec ~free ions! @32#.
Typically, the effective diffusion coefficientD is about
20–30mm2/sec@15,21#. The parameters listed in Table I a
selected such that the spreading velocity of the intracell
calcium wave is about 25mm/sec and the oscillating fre
quency is 0.09 Hz atD520 mm2/sec and@ IP3#50.5 mM,
consistent with those observed inXenopus@11,12#.

Furthermore, the three flux parametersv1 , v2, andv3 are
determined such that the spatially averaged Ca21 concentra-
tion obtained from the deterministic 2D model@i.e., Eqs.
~1!–~3!, ~5!–~7!, and~9!–~12!# as a function of time exhibits
a bifurcation diagram~in @ IP3#-@Ca21# space! that approxi-
mates closely the bifurcation diagram of the original L
Rinzel model~designed for whole cell Ca21 response!. To
match the oscillation frequency of the spatially averag
Ca21 concentrations to those of the original Li-Rinz
model, the factora2 occurring in the opening and closin
rates of theh gate had to be adjusted. The other parame
for the channel dynamics are the same as those for the
Rinzel model@29#.

As a result, we obtain the parameters listed in Table
With this choice of parameters, the microscopic model
the Ca21 release from single clusters—for the given dist
bution of clusters—is consistent with the original Li-Rinz
model for the cell-averaged response@32#.

The spatiotemporal bifurcation diagram of the ce
averaged Ca21 concentration

^Ca21~ t !&5
1

SES
@Ca21#~x,y,t !dxdy ~13!

~maximum and minimum in the oscillatory regime! of deter-
ministic 2D model is compared to the bifurcation diagram
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the original Li-Rinzel model in Fig. 1~A!. The comparison of
the oscillation periods in the range of (0.34mM,0.64 mM)
is shown in Fig. 1~B!.

Selection of spontaneous Ca2¿ patterns

Due to the stochasticity of IP3Rs, one can observe variou
spontaneous Ca21 patterns for various concentrations of IP3
and diffusion coefficientsD. First, we study how@ IP3# andD
affect the averaged Ca21 concentrations and the bifurcatio
diagram. The spatially and temporally averaged intracellu
Ca21 concentration

^Ca21~ t !&5
1

T
lim

T→`
E

0

T

^Ca21~ t !&dt ~14!

as a function of the concentration of IP3 is shown in Fig.
2~a!. One can see that^Ca21(t)& is increasing with increas
ing @ IP3#, but is rather insensitive toD. The bifurcation dia-
gram for the spatially averaged Ca21 concentration, how-
ever, strongly depends onD @see Fig. 2~b!#. For largeD, the
coupling between the active sites is strong and as a co
quence, nearby active sites act more synchronously.
small D, the active sites are rather independent and the
chastic Ca21 release of the individual active site averag
out. In between, groups of active sites synchronize and
spatial averaging yields a weak oscillatory signal. The a
plitude of the oscillations increases with increasing sy
chrony for largeD, approaching the deterministic bifurcatio
diagram@Fig. 1~A!#.

Figure 3 shows series of snapshots of some typical in
cellular calcium patterns obtained with our two-dimension
stochastic model for various@ IP3# and D, including puffs,
local waves, abortive waves, global oscillatory patterns, a
tide waves. A corresponding~sketchy! phase diagram tha
visualizes the pattern selection process is shown in Fig

FIG. 1. ~A! The mean value and the bifurcation diagram of t
cell-averaged calcium signals of the two-dimensional determini
model as a function of@ IP3# at D520 mm2/sec ~solid line! are
compared with the mean value and the bifurcation diagram of
original Li-Rinzel model~dashed line!. ~B! The oscillation period of
the cell-averaged calcium signals of the two-dimensional determ
istic model ~stars! is compared with the oscillation period of th
original Li-Rinzel model~circles!.
5-4
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FIG. 2. Cell-averaged calcium signals^Ca21(t)& of the stochas-
tic two-dimensional model as a function of@ IP3# for D550, 10, 5,
and 1mm2/sec. The top panel shows the time-averaged sig
^Ca21(t)&. The bottom panel shows the maximum value and m
mum values of the calcium signal^Ca21(t)&.

FIG. 3. Simulated Ca21 waves for variousD and @ IP3#. ~A!
Calcium puffs forD51 mm2/sec and@ IP3#50.3 mM; ~B! Local
waves forD52 mm2/sec and@ IP3#50.5 mM; ~C! Abortive wave
for D510 mm2/sec and@ IP3#50.35mM; ~D! Oscillating wave for
D520 mm2/sec and @ IP3#50.5 mM; ~E! Tide waves for D
510 mm2/sec and@ IP3#50.8 mM. The time interval for two con-
tinued snapshots is 2 sec for all waves. Bright gray levels indic
high Ca21 concentration.
03190
For small@ IP3#, the release of calcium is so small that ca
cium signals can hardly be observed~i.e., region I in Fig. 4!.

Different patterns also show different spatial coherence
active sites. The spatial coherence can be characterize
the correlation function

j~d!5
^~x02^x0&!~xd2^xd&!&

@^~x02^x0&!2&#1/2@^~xd2^xd&!2&#1/2
, ~15!

where^•& denotes the time average,x0(t) the Ca21 concen-
tration of the active site at the center of the 2D stocha
model, andxd(t) the Ca21 signal of an active site at a dis
tance ofd from the center. Figure 5 shows the correlati
functions for the five typical waves given in Fig. 3.

In the following, we discuss in detail the properties
these waves. It is important to note that the transitions
tween these typical patterns, i.e., puffs, local waves, abor
waves, global oscillation and tide waves, are gradual. T
distinction lines shown in Fig. 4 should be interpreted a
cordingly.

al
-

te

FIG. 4. Phase diagram of various Ca21 patterns in the@ IP3#-D
plane.

FIG. 5. Comparison of the spatial correlation functionj(d) of
calcium release for different types of calcium patterns that are
cussed in Fig. 3. The distanced is changed discretely from 2mm to
20 mm.
5-5
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Global oscillation

Oscillatory Ca21 waves can be observed inXenopusoo-
cytes @11,12#. In our model, spontaneous oscillatory wav
occur typically at largeD (.5 mm2/sec) and 0.34mM
,@ IP3#,0.66mM ~i.e., region V in Fig. 4!. In this @ IP3#
regime, the deterministic 2D model predicts oscillato
waves. The stochasticity of the release dynamics~at, e.g.,
N520) causes wave initiation throughout the system, wh
is spatially strongly correlated due to the large diffusion c
efficient. This leads to the onset of almost global oscillatio
@see Fig. 3~D!#. It is important to note that this does no
preclude propagating wave front to occur transiently. In
2D deterministic limit, global oscillation and spreadin
waves can both occur. The IP3Rs stochasticity may initiate
some local waves. The wave fronts of these local wa
spread out and merge into a global wave.

As an example, snapshots of a global oscillatory patt
are shown in Fig. 3~D! for D520 mm2/sec and @ IP3#
50.5 mM. The cell-averaged calcium signal and signals
three different active sites~two nearby sites at the center o
cell model, the other site having a distance of 15mm from
the center! are compared in Fig. 6~A!. One can see that th

FIG. 6. Properties of oscillating waves.~A! depicts four Ca21

signals as a function of time atD520 mm2/sec and @ IP3#
50.5 mM. The solid line indicates the cell-averaged Ca21 signal.
The dotted line and long dashed line indicate Ca21 release signals
of two nearby active sites in the center area of the cell model.
short dashed line represents Ca21 release signals of an active site
a distance of 15mm from the central site. The averaged velocity
spontaneous oscillating wave is shown in~B! for @ IP3#50.5 mM as
a function of D and as a function of@ IP3# in ~C! at D
530 mm2/sec. A linear functional fit with slope of 1.4 is obtaine
for the averaged wave speed vsD in ~B!. The mean oscillating
frequency of the cell-averaged Ca21 signals^Ca21(t)& is shown in
~D! as a function of@ IP3# at D530 mm2/sec.
03190
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signals are well synchronized and exhibit little stochastic
~compare also in Fig. 5, where we show the correlation fu
tion!.

Two important parameters for these spontaneously glo
patterns are spreading velocity and oscillating frequency.
instantaneous wave velocity is calculated from the shift
the isoconcentration line of Ca21 in a small time interval.
Due to the stochastic IP3R dynamics, the instantaneous v
locities are varying in time and from site to site. The sprea
ing velocity is defined as the average of the instantane
velocities. The average velocity of the global wave as a fu
tion of D is shown in Fig. 6~B! for @ IP3#50.5 mM. The
average velocity increases linearly with increasingD. The
increasing rate is 1.4 in this example. The average velocit
the wave versus@ IP3# is shown in Fig. 6~C! for D
530 mm2/sec. At the interfaces to theabortive waves~at
about @ IP3#50.34mM) and tide waves ~at about @ IP3#
50.66mM) the speed of the global wave vanishes. In b
tween it exhibits a maximum.

The oscillating frequency is the average frequency of
cell-averaged signal̂Ca21(t)&. It is shown that the averag
frequency increases with increasing@ IP3# @see Fig. 6~D!#,
while it is insensitive to the diffusion constantD. For ex-
ample, the average frequency decreases only from 0.094
to 0.089 Hz withD increasing from 10 to 60mm2/sec at
@ IP3#50.5 mM.

Calcium puffs

Other important types of calcium patterns observed
perimentally are calcium puffs or sparks@4,5,8,14#. Our
model suggests that the calcium puffs can be observed at
D. When @ IP3# is increased beyond'0.2 mM, significant
Ca21 release can be obtained from the active sites. In reg
II ~Fig. 4!, the weak diffusive coupling between active sit
results in almost independent activity of each active site,
puffs. Because of the stochastic opening dynamics for c
tered IP3Rs, puffs can be also observed in the@ IP3# region
where the deterministic Li-Rinzel model predicts fixe
points. Stochastic dynamics causes a broad distribution
puff amplitudes, lifetimes, and interpuff intervals@8,9,28#.

A sequence of snapshots is shown in Fig. 3~A! for D51
mm2/sec and@ IP3#50.3 mM. Figure 5 ~solid circle! shows
that nearby clusters are almost uncorrelated. This weak
relation can also be confirmed by direct observation of Ca21

signals in Fig. 7~A! where we compare the Ca21 traces taken
at two nearby active sites in the center of our cell model.
Fig. 7~B!, we show the Ca21 concentration in the passiv
region between the two clusters recorded from Fig. 7~A!, and
the cell-averaged Ca21 concentration̂ Ca21(t)&. Each time
a synchronized Ca21 release event occurs, the concentrati
of Ca21 at the passive site in between the two active si
exhibits a maximum. The small Ca21 signals in the passive
region indicate that the coupling is weak, although a f
synchronized releases can be observed in Fig. 7~A!. Puffs
involving coupled calcium release at adjacent sites were
observed in Xenopus oocytes@33#.

Local, abortive, and tide waves

Local waves occur when the diffusion coefficient is lar
enough so that the diffusion of Ca21 correlates Ca21 releases

e
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within a small group of active sites@Fig. 3~B!#. Thus local
waves can be distinguished from puffs by longer-range c
relations ~Fig. 5!. Local waves occur in regions III~with
smallD and deterministically oscillating@ IP3#) and IV ~with
large D and deterministically subthreshold@ IP3#) in Fig. 4.
The amplitudes of the local waves in region III are typica
larger than those in region IV, but the lifetimes in region
are shorter than those in region IV. Dense and small-s
local waves are observed in region III@Fig. 3~B!#, but rare
and large-size local waves are found in region IV. Loc
waves are randomly initiated and can travel only for a f
micrometers before aborting spontaneously. Nearby lo
waves may collide with each other and merge to a new lo
wave before abortion. Increasing@ IP3# or D increases the
size and the lifetime of local waves. Thus, when approach
the global wave regime by increasing@ IP3#, the sizes of the
local waves and the spatial correlation increase. This
crease in spatial correlation causes a decrease in the sp
neous generation rate of local waves and thus collisions
cur less frequent.

At the boundary to the global pattern regime~region V in
Fig. 4!, one can observe large local waves that abort pro
gation, termed abortive wave by Callamaraset al. @33# and
observed inXenopusoocytes. Abortive waves are large loc
waves close to or at propagation threshold that can bec
large, but are yet nonpropagating before they disappear s
taneously. The cell-averaged signal^Ca21(t)& shows irregu-
lar oscillations due to the repetitive production of aborti
waves. Figure 3~C! shows an example of an abortive wav
The size and location of abortive waves are varying w
time. The spatial correlations of abortive waves are of lon
range than for the local waves~Fig. 5!.

Yet another type of pattern can be observed in regime
termedtide waveby Lechleiteret al. @12# and observed in
Xenopusoocytes. Figure 3~E! gives an example of a tide
wave at a large concentration of IP3 where the deterministic

FIG. 7. Trajectories of Ca21 puff system atD51 mm2/sec and
@ IP3#50.3 mM. Two calcium traces@Ca21#A1 and @Ca21#A2 ob-
tained from two nearby active sites (A1 andA2) in the center of the
cell model forD51 mm2/sec and@ IP3#50.3 mM are compared in
~A!. The signal@Ca21#P obtained from a passive site in between t
two active sites (A1 andA2) is shown in~B! by a dashed line. The
cell-averaged signal̂Ca21(t)& is shown in~B! by a solid line.
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dynamics is nonoscillatory. A large tide of Ca21 release is
observed for large IP3 concentration where the determinist
2D model predicts a fixed point. At large@ IP3#, many chan-
nels are in the open state and the calcium concentratio
typically high, compared to the local waves. The stocha
closing of groups of IP3Rs creates islands of lower Ca21

concentrations. These tide waves can be understood a
‘‘photonegative’’ of the local waves where islands of larg
Ca21 concentration in a sea of low Ca21 concentration are
replaced by islands of low Ca21 concentration in a sea o
large Ca21 concentration. The spatial correlation of tid
wave decays similar to that of the local wave~Fig. 5!.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have put forward a 2D model for Ca21 release from
the ER through discrete active cites. Each active site
been modeled by a stochastic version of the oscillating
Rinzel model. The active sites are coupled by diffusion
Ca21 through the ER and the intracellular space. Depend
on the diffusion coefficient and the IP3 concentration, a
wealth of patterns can be observed. In this paper, in orde
remain consistent with previous literature, we have used
minology introduced in the experimental literature. The d
ference between wave types are often only of quantita
nature.

Experiments show that the velocity of global Ca21 waves
increases with increasing@ IP3# @20#. Some theoretical mod
els also reproduce such a relationship@20,21#. Our model
predicts an increase of the wave speed with increasing@ IP3#,
a maximum speed, and a subsequent decrease with fu
increasing concentration of@ IP3#. With excitable IP3R re-
lease dynamics in some 1D models, it has been shown
the velocity of saltatorially spreading waves is linearly r
lated to the diffusion coefficientD in the case of discrete
IP3Rs @18,22,23#. Here we show that such a relationship
still true for the oscillatory waves.

In our model, calcium puffs are typically obtained fo
small couplingD. This observation is consistent with th
experimental protocol of intracellularly loading with Ca21

buffer EGTA @9,14# in order to observe Ca21 puffs. How-
ever, experiments also show that the puffs can be observe
a low, but narrow range of@ IP3# even without loading EGTA
for Xenopus@5,8#. For our model, with a biologicalD ~about
20 mm2/sec), one typically finds local waves for small@ IP3#
~i.e., region IV in Fig. 4!. A possible explanation for such
behavior is that the IP3Rs may have excitable rather tha
oscillatory release dynamics which is not considered in
paper.

There are two important time scales for calcium sign
@23#. One is the Ca21 releasing time scalet r from the IP3R
and the other one is the Ca21 diffusion time scale

td5L2/D,

where L is the distance between two nearby active sit
Puffs should be observed when

t r /td,1, ~16!
5-7
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which means that the releasing event is much faster than
Ca21 diffusion between two active sites. In the model, c
cium release dynamics is described by the stochastic osc
tory Li-Rinzel model. The releasing time scale oft r'1 sec
can be obtained from the puff width distribution~not shown!
with the small diffusion coefficientD50.01mm2/sec. The
nearby activation sites have a distance ofL52 mm, result-
ing in the condition for puffsD,L2/t r54 mm2/sec consis-
tent with Fig. 4. However, for an excitable model, the relea
time can be quite fast~e.g., 0.2 sec! so that Eq.~16! may be
fulfilled at biologicalD.

In Xenopusoocytes, one can observe saltatory waves@33#.
The condition for a saltatory wave is that@23#

t r /td!1. ~17!

Spreading waves can be obtained in our model only aD
.3 mm2/sec ~Fig. 4!. Spreading waves are thus consiste
l.

ro
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n

ci

03190
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with t r /td@0.75. The conditions for saltatory propagatio
can therefore not be fulfilled with our oscillatory mode
similar as with the stochastic, oscillatory model by Falc
et al. @24#.

Different pump distributions have been observed in ce
or assumed in the models@18,20,21,25,30#. In our model, the
ER membrane is considered as a mosaic of active and
sive pieces, and the Ca21 pumps and IP3Rs are both placed
inside the active regions only, similar to the models in Re
@20,21#. Because the release channels and also the pump
highly coupled within the entire cell at physiologically rea
istic values ofD ~see Fig. 5!, different pump distributions
result in similar patterns.
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